Abstract--The paper deals with existence and uniqueness of solutions to delay-differential equations with infinitely many state-dependent impulses. A simple transformation allows us to show that the problem can be treated as a delay-differential equation without impulses. A fixed-point approach is then applied with an appropriate norm.
INTRODUCTION
The object of this paper is to present existence and uniqueness results about the solution of a system of delay-differential equations with infinitely many state-dependent impulses. This type of problem is characterized by jumps in the solution of the system. The system is Typeset by ~4.£4S-TEX PII: S0893-9659(01)00140-9
is a given map where
, R" 5(.) is the Dirac delta function at 0, and for each j • N, s t : IR n , R n is a given map, Tj real > 0, ~ real > -h, and ¢j ~ Tj.
The case of a system of ordinary differential equations was studied recently by Dubeau et al. [1] .
The principal result of this paper is a complement to the existing literature (see, for example, [2] [3] [4] [5] ) and generalizes the result given in [1] .
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
A solution of system (S) is a function of bounded variation which can be written in the form fo t :zy(t) = F_, o,j o oj(y)~t~j,+~)(t), jeN :ru(t) = y(t) + jy(t),
In the following proposition it is shown that the existence of a solution to (S) is equivalent to the existence of a fixed point for the operator R.
PROPOSITION 1. For each solution x E BV(O,T;R '~) of system (S), there exists a functio~ y E WT((T~) SUC Atl that
x = ~-y and y --7~y.
Conversely, fly E WT((~) is such y = ~y, then the solution x • BV(O,T;R n) of system (S) is X = .~y.
According to this result, one is brought back to find a fixed point y --T~y or, which is equivalent, to find a continuous solution y on [ 
If(s, (za)s) -f(s, (Zl)s)I ds < re(t) Iza(s) -Zl(S)t p ds ;
(b) the maps aj : R n ~ R '~ (j • N) satisfy the following conditions: Two classical lemmas will also be used in the proof of the main result. For the proofs, see [2] . 
) the solution x of (S) exJsts, is unique in BV(O, T; R n) and is given by

=(t) = v(t) + ~ ~ o o/v)xt,,,+oo)(t);
LEMMA 5. Let 1 < p < +oo, 0 < T < +oo and 0 < h < +oo. Suppose that Hypotheses hi to ha are satisfied, and for any z E Cc(-h,T;R n) define the map fz E LI(0,T;R n) by fz(t) = f(t, zt), 0 < t < T.
Then the map z , f. : Cc(-h,T;R ~) ~ LI(0,T;R ") has a continuous extension to a map from LV(-h,T;R n) to LI(0,T;Rn), and for any t E [0,T] and all Zl, z2 • LP(-h, T; Rn), we have
fo t If(s, (Zu)s) -f(s, (Zl),)[ < re(t)II== -Zll]Lv(-h,t)" ds
(-h,T).
Using Hypotheses hi, h2, ha, ha, and Lemmas 3-5, the map 
t ) f(t,(y+~,jeNajoOj(y)x[~j,+oc))t ) is L 1 integrable on [0,T] andftf(v,(y+~"jeNajo Oj (Y)X[~s,+~))~) dr
For the derivative, we have
fo T liYl -Y211L,(0,T) = IF(t, yl) -F(t, y2)l dt <_ re(T)I1¢~ -¢2111Lp(-h,0) + c~ga(T) lilY1 -Y211C,~(O,T) "{-II~'~Yl --~JY21tL~(O,T)] "
The result is obtained by combining relations (2), (3), and (4).
PART 2. The solution x is given by x(t) = yy(t) = y(t) + jy(t) = x " 0 2) be the solution with y T~y. It is a function of bounded variation. Let (.,¢i,¢~) (i = 1, of (S) with the initial condition (I)~ = (¢0, ¢~), then
IlXl -x211L:c(O,T) <--IlYl --Y211C(O,T) + IIJYl --JY211L:c(O,T) "
The result is then obtained by combining the last inequalities and using Lemma 6 (ii). |
